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The RSS chief Dr Mohan Bhagwat’s speech to Delhi elites-intellectuals

Turns out to be nothing else than utterly crafty exercise
From 17 to 19 September 2018, the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) chief, Dr.
Mohan Bhagwat addressed a nearly 1000 strong
audience of influential and well–established
people of Delhi. An extremely rare kind of
phenomenon for the RSS-BJP, the public lecture
series was aimed at bringing the RSS to the
audience as also to the country on the basis
of‘concrete knowledge about the Sangh’ which
has now emerged ‘as a force in this country’, as
Dr Bhagwat claimed. However a scrutiny shows
that the conclave and its lecture series were not
just covering up of truths, but dishing out
falsehood, half-truths and deliberate distortions
camouflaged as truth. Behind the smokescreen of
these, the RSS has tried to cover up the horribly
dreadful face it carried since its foundation.

The background scene
Now the RSS-BJP holding power of the
Union government, can unhesitatingly be equated

with inhuman acts of love jihad, cow- vigilantism,
lynching putting stamps of child lifting, cowslaughtering, beef eating etc on the minoritis and
dalits.The list is endless:NRC in Assam, pellet
and bullet showering on common people by the
security forces in Kashmir in the name of curbing
terrorists, Ram- mandir issue conveniently
revamped now and then spewing venoms of
communalism, saffronisation and curbing of
autonomy in education, distortion of history and
science, destruction of scientific thinking,
destruction of all leading institutions of the
country or packing those with RSS-BJP men,
killing of radical thinkers and rounding up of socalled urban naxalites, generation and circulation
of the world’s currently largest number of fake
news and so on. All these have left people of the
country panic-stricken, though people are
increasingly becoming aware of the intent of
these and thus turning passive, or even opposing
them.

Dr Bhagwat’s views summarized
On such a background, Dr Bhagwat drags
the audience to the roots introducing Dr KB
Hedgewar as the founder of the RSS and paints
him and his organization the RSS as ardent lovers
of the country who for its betterment try at
Vyakti nirman, that is man-making for it. Dr
Bhagwat then defines Hindutva, claimed as
propounded by Dr Hedgewar, as ‘all-inclusive’
belief in welfare of individuals equating it with the
welfare of all, a new vocabulary for the RSS to
camouflage the reality and befool people as well.
To elaborate his premise, Dr. Bhagwat
emphasizes that ‘ our tradition’ is to ‘recognize’
and ‘respect’ all differences. The Hindutva and
the Hindu rashtra, as the RSS conceived, were
value-based preaching for ‘Unity among diversity,
harmony, sacrifice, restrain and submission’.
Sagely, he adds: ‘Satisfaction, self- realization
(Swadhyay) and god, you would find everywhere.
Contd. on page 2

Assembly election in five states
and the outcome
The latest Assembly election of five states
of the country yielded chequered results. The
Congress, one of the two major bourgeois parties
now in the opposition in the national scene,
emerged with overwhelming majority in
Chhattisgarh, and as the single largest party in the
states of Rajasthan, and Madhya Pradesh. In all
the three states it ousted the BJP from power
which now forms the Union government . In
Rajasthan the Congress was in an alliance which
fell one short of the majority mark, managed
thereafter. In Madhya Pradesh it was marginally
ahead of the BJP. In Telangana a regional
bourgeois party, the Telangana Rashtra Samithi,
comfortably retained its power pushing the
Congress back and in Mizoram the Mizo National
Front, also a regional party, wrested power from
the Congress. Finer details revealed a few more
noteworthy features. The first and the foremost,
taken together, all the five states turned away from
the BJP. Chhattisgarh ended a 15-year long BJP
rule. In Rajasthan, the Congress took the rein
ultimately with support from its allies and others.
In Madhya Pradesh the number of seats gained
by the Congress equalled the number lost by the
BJP. Though the former handed over a few seats
to the BJP it had in the Vindhya region, it ultimately
won the rat race for the kurshi or chair. In
Telangana and Mizoram, the BJP had to remain
satisfied with one seat each.

To judge this result further, the first point is
what was the ambience in which the elections
took place. In one word, it was marked by an
intense anti-BJP-RSS current in people flowing
underneath all outward humdrums in media and
social-political domain. People seemed to be
coming out of the spell of the pleasantries of the
rhetoric of Narendra Modi, the prime minister.
The four and a half years of BJP rule at the
Centre and for different spans in a number of
states, definitely provided the background. His
party winning the 2014 Loksabha election by
overwhelming margin, Narendra Modi entered
Parliament jubilantly touching the ground at the
entrance of the ‘sacred citadel of democracy’,
as he theatrically termed it. Before or
immediately after the election with equal, if not
more, drama he made promises to the people. He
vowed to bring achche din or good days for the
country. He glibly assured a fairly fat sum for the
bank account of each Indian poor. He boastfully
called for a ‘Make in India’ drive to boost
sagging industry, with which slogan he also tried
to allure the huge army of unemployed with the
day-dream of plenty of jobs. There were many
more. But as days passed by, the BJP leaders
including the party president Amit Shah, even
openly admitted that those pledges were nothing
but chunawi jumla or election stunts; achche
din vanished into thin air with prices rushing sky-

high to torment people and add more and more
profit to the monopolists and their corporate.
Demonetization, again dramatically clamped at
midnight with the pious declaration to curb black
money and terrorism, left so-called targets
unscathed. But it surely made bank accounts run
dry for not only the poor and middle class , but
also small and middle businessmen. GST,
proclaimed to be a single tax for the country,
turned out to be multi-stage and multiple bunch of
taxes which added fuel to the fire of woes of the
business sector in particular and people in general
with its complexities and more price hike. Sagging
industry bogged down deeper into mire with
workers and youth with or without jobs, frantically
looking fora way out. Hit by the market economy
of the reigning capitalism, the peasantry, with
huge cost of all they needed for cultivation and the
meagre price they got in return from the market,
were trapped for their life in debts which dragged
them to taking their own life in thousands while
others are languishing. On the whole, the BJP
rule left the economy shattered for people and
brought down heaven for the rich and celebrities
to race for the leading positions in the world. As
for the sacred democracy, the regimented saffron
brigade of the RSS-BJP and their fringe
organizations unleashed a multipronged reign of
communal terror. It included cow-vigilantism,
Contd. on page 6
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Mohan Bhagwat highlights Hedgewar,
totally omits Golwalkar and Savarkar
Contd. from page 1

This is the view which unites us and is the
behaviour that is taught in our families through
generations after generations, ... this is what our
culture is made upon through reforms and
practices ( sanskaro ki dwara)’. And then he
declares : ‘Those communities who had come to
India from outside world and after that have
become Indians, be they Muslims, Christians or
otherwise, must be carrying these practices and
habits in their families, had they been able to
become real Indians. This is the value-based
culture which unites us’. In the words of
Bhagwat, “Dr Hedgewar said there is reason”
for the fact that, “In our Indian society, there are
people who do not call themselves Hindus.” But
besides adopting the Hinduness or , Hinduism,
“‘there is no other way ... to bring unity”. So
Hedgewar said clearly that “this Hindustan is a
Hindu state . We would organize the Hindu state”
(all emphasis added: P Era).

Pretensions, distortions, half-truths and
sheer falsehoods galore
Summarized in briefest terms, these ideas
turn out to be hollow words, rather full of
pretensions, distortions, half-truths and sheer
falsehoods. Number one. No doubt, Dr
Hedgewar was the founder of the RSS in 1925.
But it was in 1923 that Vinayak Damodar
Savarkar, later a leader of the Hindu Mahasabha
which worked in tandem with the RSS,
presented the ideas of Hindutva and Hindupadpatshahi (Hindu overlordship) in a book by
him. And, it was MS Golwalkar, a later RSS
chief, who added arrogance and aggression to
it to spread its organization widely in the
country. See, what kind of venom he spewed!
In reference to ‘the Muslims and Christians
dwelling in this land’, Golwalkar boastfully
pronounced “Together with the change in their
faith, gone are the spirit of love and devotion for
the nation.” (from Golwalkar’s book Bunch of
Thoughts). They are cleraly marked as not
Indians. Is it ambiguous at all? Any doubt is
cleared from his another book We or Our
Nationhood Defined. There Golwalkar wrote:
“The foreign races in Hindustan must either
adopt the Hindu culture and language, must learn
to respect and hold in reverence Hindu religion,
must entertain no idea but those of the
glorification of the Hindu race and culture, i.e.,
of the Hindu nation and must lose their
separate existence to merge in the Hindu race,
or may stay in the country, wholly subordinated
to the Hindu Nation, claiming nothing,
deserving no privileges, far less any preferential
treatment - not even citizen’s rights”.
(emphasis added: P Era) This was how
Hindutva was expressed and given a foothold
as the rabid Hindu communal doctrine. Its
proximity with the fascist thoughts is evident in
the following eulogy of the Nazi Germany in
Golwalkar’s book: “German race-pride has now
become the topic of the day. To keep up with
the purity of the race and its culture, Germany
shocked the world by her purging the country of
the Semitic races- the Jews. Race pride at its
highest has been manifested here. Germany has

also shown how well-nigh impossible it is for
Races and Cultures, having differences going to
the root, to be assimilated into one united whole,
a good lesson for use in Hindusthan to learn and
profit by. “ (We or Our Nationhood Defined)
And for Vyakti nirman, their leader ABS
Munje visited Mussolini’s Italy to learn their
fascist methods of training youth with
regimentation and military training. The RSS
Sakhas (i.e., units) were built up accordingly, on
Savarkar-Golwalkar’s ideas and diktats which
spoke of India consisting of two nations by
Savarkar and Golwalkar clearly standing for
ethnic cleansing and submission of ‘foreign
races’ to the Hindu race. For organization, the
RSS units were based on fruits of Munje’s
mission. But Mohan Bhagwat in his three day
long speech omits any reference to SavarkarGolwalkar- Munje, barring
a mention of
Golwalkar only in the question-answer session
on the third day. It may also be mentioned here
that the RSS has brought out an edited new
version of Golwalkar’s ideas which Dr Bhagwat
tried to unconvincingly justify as for presenting
Golwalkar’s enduring thoughts and removing
remarks of ‘temporary context’.
However, it is Savarkar’s Hindutva and
Golwalkar’s vicious fascistic theory elaborating
it, upon which the RSS all through opposed the
independence movement and were not accepted
by people at large. The RSS leaders cannot
ignore or erase these truths however hard they
may try now. On face of this reality they have
now adopted this tactics of omitting Savarkar or
Golwalkar, in the main. Besides, as people
experience today, all the present activities of the
RSS reflect precisely what these Hindutvawadi
leaders preached to give effect to. So, the
question arises: Is the omission or cursory
reference to Golwalkar because of the RSS
changing its line? Or, is it shameless suppression
and distortion of truths, facts and names that are
now disturbing or embarrassing for them and so
they wish to keep those below the carpet for
now?
Number two. Dr Bhagwat vouched for Dr
Hedgewar’s love for country. And the same
Hedgewar as the RSS chief, had instructed the
Sangh members not to participate in the Salt
Satyagraha ( Source: Biography of Dr.
Hedgewar by the RSS) which Gandhi had
launched in 1930 and in which people took part
in masses for the first time in India in the
emerging ‘nationalist’ independence movement .
In 1942, during the Quit India movement
against the British rulers, Savarkar, instructed all
Hindu Mahasabha members employed in
government offices or elected to local and
regional legislative bodies, to attend their office
and cooperate fully with the British
government. A note of the British government
also corroborated that the RSS leaders had met
the secretary of the home department and
“promised the secretary to encourage members
of the Sangh to join the civic guards in greater
numbers,” which were nothing but “special”
force of the government for “internal security”.
While referring to the man-made severe famine
engineered by the British rulers in 1942-43,

Golwalkar opined that “The evil with today’s
political sentimentalism is that its basis is
reaction, sorrow and anger, and opposition
to the victors forgetting friendliness.”
(emphasis added) These were the glowing
instances of ‘nationalism’ of the RSS, rather the
Hindutvawadis and their opposition to the foreign
rule of the British imperialists! In fact Golwalkar
clearly held “Anti-Britishism was equated with
patriotism and nationalism. This reactionary
view has had disastrous effects upon the entire
course of the freedom movement, its leaders
and the common people.” Are these not enough
to attest unambiguously that the RSS was
against the national independence movement?
Did the RSS ever participate in anti-British
nationalist freedom movement? Did they not
condemn
independence
movement
as
‘reactionary’, ‘unpatriotic’, as found from the
above quote, when thousands of youth and
students sacrificed everything and braved
bayonets, bullets and gallows? Will it be wrong
to conclude that it was this stand of the RSS
which could lead Muslim League to emerge in
reaction as its off-shoot? In return, both the
RSS and the Muslim League, were reportedly
pampered, eulogized and even fuelled by the
British imperialist rulers, as they proved handy
for them to keep Indian people divided. Partition
of the country on the flimsy ground of religion
was the tragic outcome. But hateful and
ferocious communal activities of the RSS did not
end even with that.
Number three. What is the RSS brand of
inclusivenss? The kind of welfare it prescribes
for the non-Hindu community, is evident from
Golwalkar’s words quoted above; the nonHindus ‘must lose their separate existence to
merge in the Hindu race, or ... stay .... wholly
subordinated to the Hindu Nation, claiming
nothing, ... not even citizen’s rights’. This is
‘the value-based culture’ of the Hindutvawadis
‘which unites us’, ‘there is no other way ... to
bring unity’. The sugar-coated words of respect,
harmony etc., from Dr Bhagwat then conceal
veiled diktats, coating being meant for meeting
demands of situation. Be Hindu to be an Indian,
this is the logic of the RSS! This is the essence
of “sacrifice, restrain and submission” for the
non-Hindus, the minorities to give effect to
“diversity and harmony” for the majority, the
Hindus to boast of ! Is it anything other than
the worst form of Hindu communalism and its
imposition on the minorities?
Delhi conclave was held on a background
narrated briefly earlier. Today, the Hindutvawadi
aggressiveness and its rabid anti-Muslim
communalism, are, to a great extent, nakedly
exposed to the people, including the intelligentsia.
So the RSS had to make attempts to find newer
ways and means to push through their ideology.
This was the demand of the present situation.
They had to harp a more persuasive, mellowed
down tone for the purpose. It is no change of
mind or heart or line. It is a somersault which they
undertake as a larger well-meaning section of the
Hindu population can not accept the atrocities of
the Hindutvawadi brigade on good faith. But
Contd. on page 3
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RSS history presents a dark chapter
Contd. from page 2

underneath all niceties of expression remains the
vicious RSS current. Their leaders announced
and still announce : “We would organize the
Hindu state”. What could be its shape can be
guessed from the recent incidents, such as killing
of Akhlaq allegedly for beef-eating or from the
instance given below. The village panchayat of
Titoli, a village quite near the national capital, has
imposed a ban on public namaaz, the community
prayer of the Muslims, has forbidden 800 odd
Muslim residents from keeping beards and has
ordered them to choose only Hindu names for
their children. It has taken over a Muslim
graveyard, Waqf property and instead provided a
piece of land far away from the village. Think of
it! The Hindu rashtra is still only in thoughts!
What would happen if it really comes true? Dr
Bhagwat said “ We don’t want Sangh
domination”. Does not the reality bring out that he
is telling lies ? (Source: https:// www.
newsclick.in/ many-silences-mohan-bhagwat : 28
September 2018)
The votaries of Hinduism and Manu –
Sanhita , including their ideologue Golwalkar do
not find ‘any evidence of caste system disturbing
the social unity’. But in reality they try even to
withdraw permission to use books by Kancha
Ilaiah from the Political Science course of the
Delhi university, because the writer is one of the
leading representatives of studies on dalits, and
categorically underlines the history of Hinduism
as a history of the Brahminic sect guided by the
diktats of Manu- Sanhita (an epitome of
casteist thoughts), never caring to include the
history of the dalits and other so-called
lower castes. This, and there are many such
instances show how the flag-bearers of
Vasudhaivakutumbakam using the sugar-coated
words of universal brotherhood, trample upon
brotherhood in their own land. As a face-saving
effort to the provabis and pratisthits present in
the Delhi conclave Dr Bhagwat mumbled that
caste “victimisation exists in our society”, and
emphasized that laws be made and implemented
properly and are not exploited and misused. Look,
he could not escape. He had to admit that neither
Hindutva was all-inclusive, it harbours caste
division and causes victimization of so-called
lower castes. Nor there is any dearth of laws
which are being ‘exploited’!

History of the RSS is the history of
regimentation based on deceit, savagery,
hatred
Today, what is happening around is horrific.
Some dalit youth carry dead cows. Scavenging
is their livelihood to leave the village clean. A
RSS-incited frenzied mob lynch them on
allegation of killing cows. On alleged charges of
loving a Hindu girl a migrant Muslim labour
from West Bengal is beaten to death in public in
Rajasthan. The whole act is video-photographed
and posted in social media. The killer proudly
announced his act of killing a minority man as
noble. Later, it was found that the man
committed a cold-blooded, pre-planned murder
and the charge of loving a Hindu girl was simply
false. Akhlaq of Dadri village in UP has been
referred above; he was lynched by an irate mob
inside his residence on charges of keeping and

eating beef. It came out on investigation that the
stuff was mutton, no beef. Efforts were made to
change the result of investigation. In the same
UP, very recently a mob in frenzy led by a local
BJP leader killed a police officer and another
youth when the officer tried to prevent the mob
from attacking people shifting dead cows. A BJP
minister audaciously made a comment that
people are bothered about killing of two men, but
not of so many cows. How the cows died,
naturally or not, was no concern for him. Such
ghastly brute incidents go on recurring with the
administration, including the Prime minister
keeping meaningful silence or even taking side
for the killers. And the provocateurs or the killers
turn out invariably to be the RSS-BJP activists or
belonging to their fringe organizations like
Bajrang Dal etc. People do no longer expect
that the ruling combine will hold the moral
responsibility for these acts! Rather it has
become the order of the day in this regime, that
the RSS-BJP will always fabricate charges
against their perceived enemy, will attack them,
kill them with impunity and then leave no stone
unturned to prove the innocence of the
offenders. Such was the case with the Gujarat
pogrom where minority community people were
brutally butchered or
with infamous
‘encounters’ like that of killing of Shorabuddin
where accused are bluntly acquitted helped by
the false report of the CBI and earlier an
investigating judge of that case mysteriously died.
Now and then the RSS-BJP ignite communal
issues simply to make inroad into the masses
who are victims of thousand and one
confusions, for instance in Gujarat where they
became successful to plant a prolonged BJP
rule. Since their foundation they seemed to be
baying for blood of people of other religious
communities with worst kind of communal
hatred towards them, committing numberless
horrifying communal attacks all over the country
unleashed with extreme brutality through
perpetrating gruesome killing, loot, arson, rape
and all such heinous and cruel acts without any
remorse and without sparing any, even child, old
or women. They were so ruthless and mindless
in their acts that they did not hesitate to rape
women brutally, to rape even a pregnant woman,
rip open her womb and bring out the foetus at
the tip of a trident and dance with that as in
Gujarat pogrom. They felt no compunction to cut
children into two halves throwing them on
swords. Like swarms of locusts they rode on
and ravaged the historic Babri mosque . Such
were their Hindu religious performances! In
sum and substance, the RSS-BJP or their close
allies in the Hindutvawadi brigade have all
through acted true to the training they had been
given,
as a lethally armed, blood-thirsty
regimented force. They acted on any frenzied
call of their leader and that too simply on blind
submission and unquestioning faith mingled with
rabid hatred and worst kind of communally
charged killing instinct against their perceived
enemy, particularly the Muslims. Hence always
the incidents exposed bitter hate campaign based
upon falsehood, treachery and unrepentant
animosity. As a routine, the RSS leaders tended
to shift the onus on to the Muslims.
One must not forget that the RSS was

founded at a time when the country was rising
up to prepare for a countrywide nationalist
movement against the foreign rulers, the British
imperialists, who had established a powerful
colonial rule to exploit the people and the
resources of this land. It was the time, when
Shaheed-e-Azam
Bhagat
Singh
had
courageously pronounced that he was an atheist
and Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose declared that
religion is a private affair of individuals,
communalism is an enemy which must be fought
against and politics was to be guided by
economic, political and scientific theories. It was
also a time, when the world had seen the rise of
the first socialist state on the strength of
invincible ideology of Marxism-Leninism and
under its impact communist or leftist movement
was developing in different countries including
India. At all this, not only the imperialist rulers,
even the national bourgeoisie of this country who
wanted to gain power from the imperialists to
establish its own rule of exploitation had become
apprehensive of the working class revolution.
They preferred religious thinking instead of
scientific thinking
and strongly opposed
revolutionary line in the freedom struggle. The
nationalism they stood for was Sarba dharma
samannoy, which virtually became Hindu-religion
oriented nationalism. As it was dominated by socalled upper caste Hindus, it not only alienated
the Muslims, but also the so-called lower caste
Hindus. In spite of all these limitations, powerful
independence movement developed , along with
the revolutionary current gaining momentum.
This made the British rulers panicky and they
applied divide and rule policy. Thus the RSS, the
Hindu Mahasabha and the Muslim league acted
as the means to serve the British imperialists.
It is true that despite all its weaknesses, at
the impact of the independence movement, the
RSS or the Hindutvawadis could not make their
desired headway. Still they did exist, with
animosity towards their perceived enemies in
their blood, as it appeared. And, as mentioned
above, they preferred to eulogize Nazis of
Germany the epitome of brutality and antisemitism and followed fascist forces of Mussolini
. To draw in new recruits, particularly the youth,
they posed as social workers. They projected
their leaders as all powerful and prophetic
engaged in bringing social good as well as in
vyakti nirman, man-making, as Dr. Bhagwat
indicated. From behind the smokescreen of these
innocuous social activities and religious poses
they carried on building up brigades of fanatic
muscle power to act virtually as fascist stormtroopers on minority communities. The savagery
of these communal attacks remained much
unknown to people at large of the country,
because the British rulers used these to give
effect to their infamous divide and rule policy and
even within the main- stream politics the RSS
could pick up sympathisers. In consequence, the
victims of the RSS had such experiences that
were not to be erased even across generations.

RSS and politics
With such a background the RSS leaders,
past or present not excluding Dr. Bhagwat in the
Delhi conclave, claimed or claim, that right from
Contd. on page 4
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RSS-BJP rise to present position
subserving monopolists faithfully
Contd. from page 3

inception the Sangh had been conscious to stay
away from electoral politics. No office bearer of
the Sangh is allowed to be a member of any
political party and is supposed to stay away from
politics. This again is a Goebblesian technique
of catering false ideas with ulterior motive. Even
during the independence struggle, in 1940 Subhas
Chandra Bose warned people of the country
“Hindu Mahasabha has sent sannyasis and
sannyasinis to solicit votes with tridents in hand.
Every Hindu bends his head on seeing saffron
cloth and trident. Hindu Mahasabha has appeared
in the scene by taking advantage of and defiling
religion...isolate these traitors from the national
life. Do not listen to them.” (Speech at Jhargram)
In the present reality, under the present BJP-led
Union and state governments not only top political
leaders, even people at the helm of important
socio-cultural-economic organizations are
handpicked from among the RSS activists and
are installed without caring for any established
and practised norms. And this precisely proves
Dr Bhagwat’s claim a lie, that ‘we don’t
specifically work towards increasing our
influence. It happens by itself.’ For that the RSSBJP needed RSS activists like Narendra Modi –
Amit Shah take the rein of the country and
thereafter they destroy even the institutions that
still exist as vestiges of democracy, trample the
minimum democratic norms that persist despite
their rampant erosion in the country during these
years of independence. So the RSS was the
ladder for the BJP to rise to political power, now
the RSS-BJP are acting to retain power by all
means, fair or foul.
To justify the apolitical character of the RSS
and why the BJP is replete with RSS activists,
Dr Bhagwat says that : “We don’t ask the
Swayamsevaks to work for any specific party”.
Again a deceptive statement which hides the fact
that the RSS and the BJP are the two sides of the
same coin. On one side they maintain a face of
so-called social activities under cover of which
they train their sakhas with weaponry and
regimentation. On the other side, they maintain
the BJP as its political outfit. This is a technique
they had followed in the past, and are following
as yet with increased virulence.
Dr Bhagwat adds: “Though we stay away
from politics, we do have views regarding
national policies and if we have the strength, we
pursue those policies with that strength. And we
don’t do it secretly but in full public attention.”
Did Dr. Bhagwat take the Delhi elites, or for that
matter the countrymen, as such nincompoops as
not to note the contradictions and worst
deceptions underlying these utterances? Do the
RSS leaders meet the political leaders merely in
courtesy calls, who in turn, are presently none but
RSS men themselves? Why do they keep their
national policies, which are nothing but political
policies, concealed up in their sleeves to bring out
as and when needed?

BJP-RSS emerge as favoured subservient
agent of the ruling monopolists
So the conclave contained nothing but tricks
to mislead and misguide people concealing the

real design; not anything but a continuity of a
history of an organization which betrayed the
nation right from their inception, which thrived
upon falsehood, deception, hatred, even ferocious
animosity towards their perceived enemy, defined
on religion. It is for no love of religion. It is for
power.
Presently parliamentary democracy in this
Indian capitalist state is the facade from behind
which the ruling monopolists continue, consolidate
and strengthen their class rule with the elected
government acting as their trusted subservient
political manager. When the Congress-led UPA
government had been fast losing its hold over
people as its blatantly pro-monopolist anti-people
policies were aggravating crises in people’s life,
the ruling class, the monopolists stood behind the
BJP, led by Narendra Modi, with all supports ,
from finance to propaganda. Modi-led BJP
government in Gujarat along with the RSS,
perpetrating administration-backed ghastly
pogrom against the Muslims had proved their
efficiency in creating virtually a deep vertical
cleavage among the masses preventing them
from standing united against capitalist exploitation
and oppression. With Modi in Delhi, the RSS and
the BJP found a smooth road for rising to a force
to reckon with, as Dr Bhagwat has described in
his speech.
But the Indian capitalism, inalienable part of
the crisis-ridden world capitalism, suffers from
intense all-out crisis. Amidst that, the promonopolist policies of the Modi government to
help the monopolists reap their maximum harvest
through earning maximum profit, have fleeced the
common toiling people to their skeleton. This is
giving birth to increasing resentment and wrath in
them. These have caused the ruling RSS-BJP
combine to face an uncertain future with the next
parliamentary election in immediate view. They
needed a revamping of their image and retain
their power to serve the ruling class, the
monopolist for pelf and position. This is why they
chose this conclave as one of their means.

Mohan Bhagwat’s lecture and fascism
As mentioned the whole conclave was
conducted with a tone of moderation, a mellowed
down approach of persuasion that appeared to
attract as large a target as possible. So with overt
or covert means, with distorted truths, half-truths,
camouflages, deceptions the RSS chief tried to
drive their points home into the people. He
avoided unpleasant issues that may harm their
cause. So Savarkar- Golwalkar-Munje were
outwardly brushed aside. Instead, with careful
cunning Dr Bhagwat praised Congress for their
role in independence struggle, mentioned
Rabindranath Tagore , even Dr Abdul Kalam,
ending with mentioning of MN Roy or a the then
CPI leader of Vidarbha. The motive, unspoken
though, was clear: to make impression upon as
large section of the population as possible on how
democratic the RSS was and is.
It is here that lies the greatest danger. To
realize its significance in proper light we need to
digress to the invaluable discourse on fascism,
presented by Comrade Shibdas Ghosh, the
founder General Secretary of our Party SUCI (C)

and one of the eminent Marxist thinkers. In his
elaboration, he showed that fascism is a
historically conditioned form of counter-revolution,
designed to save the crisis-ridden capitalist order
from collapse in the face of mounting
dissatisfaction of the people against the existing
system. It is characterized by a dual policy of
ruthless suppression and persuasion or deception.
In India today, on one hand, with the Prime
Minister Modi turning mute on any unwarranted
occasion, the RSS-BJP combine is carrying out
their Hindutvawadi agenda that include
unabashed communal conflagration leading into
attacks upon people of the minority communities
and other marginalized sections of people. If and
when, that is not impossible, the combine releases
heinous hate campaign. All this aims at keeping
the toiling people divided even mutually warring,
unable to put up a united face against the ruling
monopolists. On the other hand attacks on
secular scientific bent of mind through unbridled
saffronization of education and promotion of
obscurantism, bigotry, etc., tend to dehumanize
the common people pushing them into the
dungeons of blindness, faith and submission.
These provide the ground upon which fascism
finds the right soil to grow upon. It is through
persuasion or deception of such dehumanized
people, that the RSS-BJP combine aim at
garnering support of unsuspecting and politically
unconscious rather confused masses who tend to
act on blind faith and unscientific irrational ideas
and concepts. And based upon that the ruling
class, the monopolists, can carry out the fascist
plans and programmes befooling the masses by
the slogans of development, inclusiveness, etc.
Dr. Mohan Bhagwat’s Delhi speech bears all
these characteristics. It vouches for the same
rabid communal RSS ideology of Hindutvawadi
stalwarts from behind all sugar-coated words told
or unpleasing words left untold.

Absence of left-democratic movement
helped RSS grow to this frightful shape
But there is another question still
unanswered. Here are the forces ruling the
country which wield their power and boastfully
declare everybody in the country must be Hindu,
we will make it, if necessary we will coerce, if
you do not yield to our power we will
exterminate you. And such audacity is virtually
going unchallenged. Why? Even during the antiimperialist freedom movement, with so many
drawbacks, such forces could not rise with this
venom. Had there been such an ambience in the
country, it is sure that struggling people would
have thrown these forces into isolation and thus
would have wiped them out. Instead, these
forces are clamouring of democracy, theatrically
bending to touch the ground at the doorstep of
the Parliament and after entering it are wielding
the swords of discrimination, division even
annihilation of their perceived enemy, the
Muslims. How could they? With independence,
bourgeois rule of the Indian monopolists has
been established to take deep roots in course of
these years. Even for a decade after
independence,
at the impacts of the
Continue on page 5
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Emerging menace must be fought with powerful people’s movement
Contd. from page 4

independence movement as well as the glorious
international communist movement, there were
fairly strong people’s movements on their
burning problems of life and livelihood. The
undivided CPI, going by the signboard of
communism and enjoying the warmth of the
glories of communist movement, used to come
forward as the big left party to lead the masses
in their movement. But thereafter grown into
Goliath with the mass support, it went into the
slumber of parliamentary politics. Along with its
later fractions, like CPI(M) and other faithful
allies, the so-called communist party started
dreaming of enjoying parliamentary power and
associated pelf. Thenceforth their politics were
bogged into the quagmire of treating masses as
vote-bank, energizing them for vote-battles and
if successful, forgetting the battles and serve the
master, the monopolist, to ensure the stay in the
corridor of powers. For that they could form
electoral alliance with anybody, call the Congress
secular despite its being the architect of so many
communal riots, even made alliances with the

BJP
if
necessary.
This
parliamentary
opportunistic politics stood as the stumbling
block in the way of and foiled development of
any viable left and democratic combination to
uphold people’s causes and demands, of which
one of the prime demands was an intense
battle against the rising Hindutvawad.
The arch-communal force which is also
venomously anti-communist took the full
advantage of this weakness of left and
democratic forces. They silently spread their
tentacles into the land and its people. The
Congress, once banned the RSS for murdering
Gandhi and then shortly afterwards withdrew
the ban. It even pampered the RSS, tried to use
the Viswa Hindu Parishad to catch hold of
majority votes; unlocked the Babari Mosque to
sow the seeds of Ram mandir controversy. It all
helped the RSS-BJP gain ground.

The task ahead
No sensible person can let this fascist
menace , a killing force, be it under any cloak,
carry on their killing spree with impunity. It must

Damini Day Observed across the country
Recalling the valiant fight by the young
Delhi paramedical student Damini in Delhi in
2012 in the face of brutal gang- rape and torture
and demanding strict and effective measure to
prevent increasing atrocities on women and
children, programmes were organized in different
places in the country on 16 December 2018 or
around it.
AIMSS organised a meeting in, Bhopal in
Madhya Pradesh addressed by AIMSS State
President Comrade Jolly Sarkar.
Ritu Kaushik, Delhi
AIMSS State
President
addressed
a
programme
at
Moradabad, UP..

AIMSS
East
Singbhum
District
Committee, Jharkhand held a programme jointly
with AIDSO on 16 December
AIMSS, AIDSO and AIDYO held a
joint pogramme on 16 December in Patna,
Bihar
In Kolkata a protest meeting was held in
front of College Street Coffee House under the
auspices of Naree Nigraha Birodhi Nagarik
Committee, (Citizens
Committee against
Atrocities on Women).
A programme was held in Ahmedabad,
Gujarat on 24 December jointly by the AIMSS,
AIDYO, AIDSO and others.

Singbhum Jharkhand

Ahmedabad, Gujarat

Moradabad, UP
Patna, Bihar

Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

Kolkata,West Bengal

be thwarted by any means — sensible, rational
and purposive. At the same time, it cannot be
missed that a win or loss in election, even on a
massive scale, would not be enough to wipe
out the influence of this force from the mindset
of toiling people, that the RSS-BJP could have
left by this time. It requires as the only course,
on one hand to develop powerful anti-fascist
movement combining all the forces who can be
united, and on the other hand, to initiate,
organize and strengthen working class struggles
and democratic mass movements on the edifice
of the ideology and culture of MarxismLeninism along with its developed understanding
at this age of utterly reactionary decadent
capitalist system embodied in Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh Thought. Only that ideology and culture
can serve as the bulwark for the exploited,
oppressed people to fight the rising fascist
menace convincingly and effectively and
ultimately ensure the overthrow of the
exploitative capitalist system. The sooner people
realize this truth the better. This is the crying
need of the present critical hour!

Save Education movement
earns a victory in Odisha
AISEC pledges for continued
movement against No
Detention Policy and other
attacks on education
Demanding reintroduction of Pass- Fail
System right from class I The All India Save
Education Committee observed a countrywide
protest day on 21 December 2018 . It held a
mass dharna in front of the Parliament on that
day in Delhi which was participated by hundreds
of representatives from Delhi, MP and Haryana
as well as Rajasthan, Punjab and Uttarakhand.
Besides the demand for immediate withdrawl of
No Detention Policy right from class I to save
school education from further disaster, the
Committee also protested against other attacks on
education like ‘Graded Autonomy, introduction of
the CBCS and Semester System spelling doom of
comprehensive higher education, curbing
autonomy in higher education by dissolving the
UGC and replacing it with the Higher Education
Council of India (HECI), against the government’s
shirking responsibility of education and indulging
instead
rampant
privatization
and
commercialization in education and such other
issues. Protest programmes in different forms
were organized in other states.
In a Press briefing on 22 December 2018
the school and mass education minister of Odisha
state government announced reintroduction of
Pass-fail system from classes I to VIII from the
next academic year in that state. The Odisha
government had clamped No Detention Policy in
2009 against which the Odisha unit of the All
India Save Education Committee has been
carrying movement continuously. The recent step
by the government marks a victory of that
movement.
The other state units of the AISEC have
decided to launch movements on demand
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Build up powerful people’s movement
to thwart rising fascist menace
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cruel minority and dalit bashing and lynching,
mindless atrocities on women and children, killing
of radical thinkers, annihilation of any opposition
in the name of nationalism, anti-terrorism and
development, destruction of all leading socialcultural-political, even legal institutions packing
them with RSS- BJP activists or supporters,
saffronization of education to wipe out the
vestiges of scientific , secular education still
remaining, spread of obscurantism, bigotry,
distortion of history and even distortion in
textbooks, and fanatic communalism to fan up
blind faith and bring about dehumanized
submission in mass mind. With such socio-political
overbearing, the ruling powers tended to bring the
country under their total dictation, with people
gasping for life in a shattered economy and
insecure society.
Naturally in consequence, strong resentment
gradually turning into wrath even protest and
resistance, were accumulating in the hitherto
confused mass-mind temporarily mesmerised with
media hype for Modi-Shah couplet. Peasants
started refusing to bow down; they were murdered
for protesting, yet they thronged in tens of
thousands and took to streets. Workers-studentsyouth and people at large sought for every chance
to vent out their feelings. Opinions started gathering
against saffronization of education, demolition of
school education through no-detention policy and
higher education through various measures and
curbing of autonomy of educational-social-cultural
institutions by any and every means. People were
becoming vocal in public against rampant pricerise, shameless brushing aside of poll-pledges,
meaningful silence of the leader at the helm of the
country, the Prime Minister, even in the face of
most serious, brute atrocious attacks on womenchildren-minority and dalit people, while posing
stage-managed man-ki-baat (i.e., opening mind)
to narrate some wishful achievements. People
were also speaking out vigorously against the
ravaging effects of demonetization, GST and such
other measures. The said assembly elections were
held amidst all these. And, as usual for recent
elections in the country, the present elections too
proved farcical. There was no genuine concern for
people’s problems; no serious political issues
touched upon. Instead the monopoly-controlled
media along with other administrative machineries
made it a point to unleash a frantic campaign to
misguide and misdirect people’s rising sentiment
against the ruling RSS-BJP. They feared it might
tend to develop to the extent of questioning the
exploitative capitalist system. So there were
crocodile tears for the peasants. And most
prominently, there were liberal flow of money,
accompanied by incessant and unbridled mutual
hate campaign and slandering among the political
parties, particularly the Congress and the BJP, that
too mostly including below-the-belt personal
attacks. The Congress had been discarded and
driven out from power by people for their nakedly
pro-monopolist anti-people rule. That made way
for the BJP to come to power. Now sensing
people’s mindset increasingly turning against the
RSS-BJP combine, the same Congress jumped into
the fray to reap the harvest. The ruling class, the

monopolists, also got the scent. They came out
with their moneybag-media and ancillaries to stand
behind the Congress to push it up. The results were
as narrated above, though those were far from a
total rout of the RSS-BJP. There were marginal
differences in some cases; sometimes the fight
was neck-to-neck, see-sawing. Nevertheless, the
discredited, disowned Congress, fondly being
nicknamed by the monopoly-backed media as the
‘grand old party’, has again been pushed to ride
the Trojan horse of power in three vital heartland
states of the country.
The second issue in judging the election
result in question is, how could it turn out to be
so? How could the monopolists once again befool
the disarrayed, devastated masses of common
people to toss them as a shuttle between the two
most favoured bourgeois parties, the BJP or the
Congress, thereby keeping the two-party
parliamentary system go on well-greased and
amply fuelled? The answer is plain and evident as
daylight. There was no alternative present for the
people which could have made the monopolists
and their machineries including media think twice
before playing this game.. And such an alternative
could be found only in a viable and genuine left
and democratic combination at the core with
other regional or such forces ready to stand
against the rising fascistic menace of the RSSBJP . Only such an alternative combination could
have channelized the rising wrath of people
against the economic onslaught and politicalcultural- even social-familial overbearing of the
RSS-BJP combine into formidable mass
movements on each and every burning problem
of people’s life and livelihood. And if and when
any election would have come in course, the
struggling people could have fought that election
led by their genuine leadership to be found in the
left and democratic forces. They would not have
to seek for forces once discarded. But to the
dismay and disadvantage of the oppressed,
exploited people, the forces which still claim
themselves and are known to a section of people
as leftists, even big lefts, did not bother about
taking up this task of developing and
strengthening this alternative which people
needed. On the contrary, they, namely the CPICPI(M) as well as their allies, preferred to tow
behind the Congress with the hope of earning
some benefits in the parliamentary politics, a few
seats here and there, some hobnobbing in the
corridor of power. And while doing that they did
not care to fight against and resist the dangerous
ideology of the RSS-BJP combine and would not,
for sure, do it even in future. On the contrary, in
the name of fighting that combine, they branded
and still brand the Congress secular, which itself
all through played communal cards whenever
needed for their vote politics.
Anybody with real concern for people’s
misery will note that this kind of politics has taken
its toll, as could be expected. Once more with all
fanfare the bourgeois parliamentary system of the
Indian capitalist state has successfully
accomplished another electoral fiasco, a nasty
game
for
money-media-muscle
and
administration. They play together and have
played this time too, to gauge the mass mind,

chalk out the requirement and desire of the ruling
class , the monopolists and then arrange the
pawns, knights, bishops etc. to bring the
checkmate, that is to push up a favoured,
subservient force making it acceptable to people
and bring it to power to ensure smooth
continuation of the exploitative system as usual.
This time it has
dangerous consequences
whatever be the facts and figures of the last
assembly elections. Not only an anti-people
disowned force could make a comeback. In the
aftermath of the elections and using their results,
there is well-vamped propaganda at different
levels, to refurbish the fallen image of that force,
the Congress. Neither the RSS-BJP combine
and their fringe organizations could be isolated
decisively. Side by side, even the real viable force
for people, the genuine left and democratic
combination could not be evolved to give defeat
to both these partners of the bourgeois two-party
system. People remain in the same dungeon.
Erasing how the Congress fleeced people to the
skeleton through years since independence, they
are again being dragged into the illusion of solving
their problems through election with all tall talks
and day-dreams only to wait for the next election,
At the same time, the urgently required intense
ideological struggle could not be generated
against the vicious campaign of this RSS-BJP
combine that they have been carrying on in the
name of Hindutva and religion.
This way the said assembly elections were
over. Now keeping their results before people,
attempts are being made to also manipulate the
ensuing parliamentary election. The bourgeois
petty bourgeois parties which cannot but act as
faithful subservient political managers of the
ruling monopolists for their own survival and
nourishment, as also those claiming themselves as
leftists, but keen to remain in the corridors of
bourgeois power, are enthusiastically joining the
bandwagon. They look primarily at one singular
goal. They wish to ensure that the rising mass
resentments against the RSS-BJP rule do not go
too high and too deep as to question and endanger
the existing system. Rather no stone is being left
unturned to see that people’s wrath is neutralized,
channelized and consumed into the hollow,
fruitless whirlwind of bourgeois vote politics. So,
the question people really confront is what is to
be done in the face of this barrage; what the
situation demands, how to achieve it.
Repeatedly in the past, people of this country
have found, as also struggling people over the
world have also witnessed, that exploited,
oppressed masses face no alternative but to
develop powerful people’s movement, united and
sustained to wrest even the minimum relief from
the rulers of their heartless exploitative
discriminatory capitalist system. Today people
must again come to their senses. With the ruling
class, the monopolists, playing newer and newer
tricks to keep their exploitative system running ,
the people have no choice other than to fight for
every burning issue of their life and livelihood. And
such movements cannot end in one strike or two,
in one massive demonstration or a few. Those
must be organized to build up into sustained struggle
Continue on page 7
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SUCI (Communist) Kerala State Committee on the
‘Women’s wall’ organized under the patronage of CPI(M) in Kerala
In the name of regaining the values of
Renaissance and for allowing entry of women
into Sabarimala temple, the “Women’s wall”
program being organized by joining hands with the
caste organizations and spending money from the
state exchequer will only discredit the
Renaissance movement in Kerala and it is a farce
aimed at only electoral gains, said Dr V
Venugopal, State Secretary, SUCI (Communist) in
a statement issued to the press.
The Renaissance that the Kerala Chief
Minister and the CPI(M) is talking about has
nothing to do with the real Renaissance. The
essence of the Renaissance movement in Kerala
was based on democratic values and humanist
culture. The Women’s wall is led by a government
that has no tolerance for opposing views. What
credibility does the government have that is trying
to smother opposing views by imposing media
ban, while talking aloud about Renaissance ? The
organizations that were once formed with the aim
of fighting not only the caste discriminations
between upper and lower castes but also the
discriminations and evil practices within various
divisions within castes have later degraded into
political pressure groups and vote banks in the
interest of a privileged section within the
respective caste group. Not only have they turned
away from the values upheld by the leaders of the
Renaissance movement, the present day caste
organizations are engaged in just the opposite.
What kind of regain of Renaissance values can

be achieved by joining hands with these caste
forces with no democratic values or ideal and
whose sole aim is to garner some benefits for the
caste leaders by hobnobbing with the people in
power?
The concept ‘What is right for god is right
and what is not is wrong’ was the ideological
basis of feudalism. Contrary to that the scientific
method of examining everything on the basis of
logical analysis and thus arriving at the truth is
the life outlook that the Renaissance put forth.
Beginning with the famous declaration of
Narayana Guru “we have no religion or caste”,
the Renaissance movement in Kerala went ahead
further to the extent of stating “man needs no
religion, no caste and no god”. The neorenaissance in the name of entry of women in
Sabarimala will only help to strengthen what the
Renaissance movement once rejected. From this
angle if we view, the ‘Women’s wall’ does not
promote scientific outlook, but blindness.
Similar to the gimmicks of the Sangh Parivar
like Ram temple, cow protection etc, the
‘Women’s wall’ is also aimed at vote politics. The
BJP in the state is trying to play vote politics by
opposing the women entry into Sabarimala. The
unwise steps taken by the state government on
the basis of cunning calculations has given an
opportunity for the BJP to play its communal
tactics. There is no doubt that people in Kerala
will have to pay a heavy price for this.
Looking from a legal angle the verdict may

AIMSS-AIDSO-AIDYO
condemn burning alive of
two students in Agar and
Srinagar

Human Rights Day

Condemning burning alive of Neha, a
college student in Srinagar of Uttarakhand on 16
December and Sanjali, a school student in Agra
on 18 December, AIMSS, AIDYO, AIDSO
jointly held demonstrations on 25 December in
Bhopal MP and at the Parliament Street in
Delhi on 26 December.

Martyrs’ Day observed
across the country
The 130th Birth Anniversary Birth
Anniversary of the Great Martyr of Indian
freedom movement Khudiram Bose was
observed on 3 December 2018 in Agartala,
Tripura and Pilani Rajasthan by AIDYO
Jhunjhunu District unit . At the Comrade Shibdas
Ghosh Memorial Garden in Ghatsila, Jharkhand,
West Bengal State Committee member Comrade
Shilajit Sanyal paid floral tribute at the statue of
the great Martyr Khudiram. At Falakata,West
Bengal a camp of teenagers was organized to
pay tribute to the Martyr.
In memory of the valiant martyrs of Kakori
incident, Rajendra Nath Lahiri, Asfaq-UllahKhan, Ramprasad Bismil, Roshan Singh,
programmes were held on 20 December at
Jaunpur, UP and at Srinagar, Uttarakhand by
the respective AIDSO units

On the occasion of 70th anniversary of
International Human Rights Day a public meeting
was organised on 10 December at Lal Darwaja,
Ahmedabad. Along with forums or organizations
like Movement for Secular Democracy(MSD),
People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL),
several trade unions and others including those
upholding the rights of women took part in the
programme. Comrade Meenakshi Joshi, was in
conduction of the programme. Among the
speakers were Sh. Prakashbhai.N.Shah, Sh.
Chandubhai …. The programme ended in slogans
and the rendition of We Shall Overcome .

SUCI (Communist) protests
oppression of para teachers
and dissolution of
government schools in
Jharkhand
On 21 December 2018 SUCI (Communist)
staged a protest demonstration at Adityapur in
Seraikela- Kharsawan district of Jhrakhand.
Comrade Lily Das, District-in-charge of SUCI
(C) and other speakers addressed the
demonstration strongly criticising the state
government for coming down oppressively upon
the para teachers as well as for shutting
down and dissolving government schools,
bringing about disaster in school education in the
district.

be correct. But a political movement, particularly
a revolutionary one should take steps considering
the necessity of the time. To complete the
unfinished tasks of renaissance is the need of the
present day. To educate the people to view
natural phenomena and life with a scientific
approach, to equip the people to adopt secular
democratic values in their day to day life etc are
the important tasks to be accomplished. In the
name of Renaissance what the CPI(M) is
propagating will not help in accomplishing these
tasks, rather it will help to promote blindness. It
will only help the reactionary caste and communal
organizations to take roots with accelerated pace.
Which of the unaccomplished tasks of the
Renaissance movement will be accomplished by
the entry of women in Sabarimala?
Democratic mass movement is the only
way to build up people’s unity and defeat
communalism. It is also the training ground to
equip the people to view life problems in a
realistic way. There are no other short cuts. The
common people being ground under the yoke of
capitalism have to be brought to the streets as a
united single force on the basis of real issues
affecting their life and upholding higher ethics
and democratic values. This is the real continuity
of the Renaissance movement. The ‘Women’s
wall’ does not propose such a path of
movement.

Resist rising
fascist menace
Contd. from page 6

of the masses of all sections of oppressed toiling
people. So those movements must be united,
sustained and based on ideology of struggle, which
latter in the present case cannot be anything but
genuine leftism. Unity and organization built on
such ideology would stand in people’s good stead
in multiple ways. Those will provide them with the
bulwark to fight against the rising fascist menace
of the RSS-BJP combine. Equipped with correct
fighting ideology , those will prevent people from
being misguided and misled into the vortex of
parliamentary politics, in concrete terms of today
in India, into the clutches of the two-party
parliamentary facade thwarting the cunning
campaign the ruling class , the monopolists are
presently hatching with the ensuing parliamentary
election in view. Such a bulwark once launched
and developed in the correct ideological-political
line, as well as on the edifice of higher culturemorality and ethics will not only prove as people’s
real alternative, it will help them beto freed of the
thousand and one confusions and aberrations,
including the present dangerous growth of rabid
communal- sectarian thoughts to intoxicate mass
mind more and more with heinous thoughts and
ideas. It is high time that people stand united,
compelling the hesitant political forces to stand
with them in one rank against the emerging fascist
menace of the RSS-BJP and give them a crushing
defeat. The defeat must be on the ground as well
as in the ensuing election, if and when it comes to
be. In any case, the menace must be thwarted, for
the sake of the country and its common toiling
people.
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Thousands of Retired Workers
in Spain Demand ‘Decent Pensions’
Starting in January last in Bilbao and
spreading to over 200 cities and towns across
Spain, a movement of retired people culminated
in massive rallies in several cities of the country
on 15 December 2018. Among these, there were
more than 25000 strong rallies of retired people
and supporters in Bilbao and Madrid. They
demanded “decent” pensions of at least 1,080
Euros a month, and yearly updates according to
the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and raised the
slogans “whoever is ruling, pensions must be
defended,” and “Our future: there’s no solution
without mobilization!”, “old but not fool” and
“decent pensions now!” The State Coordinator for
the Defense of the Public Pension System led the
movement with supports from other organizations
like the Unions Solidarity of Basque Workers
(ELA), the Nationalist Workers’ Committees
(LAB) and the Workers’ Commissions of Euskadi
(CCOO).
The movement is striking on several counts.

It is massive, united and sustained, attracting
support from common masses of toiling people as
well. It refused to give in to the “ridiculous”
increase of pensions by 0.25 percent, announced
in February. On the contrary, the coordinator
declared in a widely circulated public statement :
“With our work we have built a Pensions Public
System based on contributions and we won’t let
banks, insurance companies and investment funds
to take them away from us with the private
pension plans.” The leadership of the movement
scathingly criticized the two-party ruling system
of the country and its participating parliamentary
political parties for their failure to solve the
“fundamental problems” of the retired workers by
awarding decent pensions that should increase at
par with real inflation. All these attested to
people’s power in their unity and the fact that
movement is the only course before exploited
people. Struggling people of Spain also expressed
their fraternity with the recent movement of
French people against
fuel tax and other
issues. It forms an
important element in the
fast
spreading
movements across the
continent of Europe. We
earnestly express our
hope
that
the
movement
finds
a
leadership to guide it
successfully to desired
ends.

Make the
All India General Strike
Successful on
8 and 9 January 2019
A Joint platform of 10 Central Trade Unions including
AIUTUC and independent national federations has called for
All India General Strike on 8 and 9 January 2019 on a 12 point
charter of demand including withdrawal of anti-labour laws and
policies of the Union government, stopping of disinvestment policy,
checking price rise, work for unemployed, 8-hour working day,
minimum wage at 18,000, implementation of 'same work same
pay', ensuring pension and social security to all workers.
AIUTUC has appealed to the working people of the country
irrespective of their political affiliations to make the strike a
success.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF :
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SUCI (C) demands
withdrawal of
government notification
for snooping
Comrade Provash Ghosh, General
Secretary, SUCI(C), has issued the following
statement on 22 December, 2018:
Yesterday, Prime Minister Modi-led
BJP government issued a notification that
just on suspicion of treachery, 10 agencies
empowered by the government can
intercept, monitor and encrypt any
information which a citizen of India has
stored in his computer. The service providers
are liable to share the information. It is
clearly a brazen attack on the privacy of a
citizen and smacks of a fascistic design. The
Information Technology act by which the
present Modi government is trying to destroy
the private space of a citizen was enacted in
2009 by the previous Congress- led UPA
government which proves that whichever
bourgeois party sits in power takes recourse
to spying on citizens in order to save itself
from people‘s wrath.
We demand that the decision be
withdrawn immediately and appeal to the
people to raise the voice of protest against
this anti-people decision of
the BJP
government.

Peasants stage huge rally
in Badlapur , UP
On 11 December 2018, AIKKMS Jaunpur
District Committee held a rally followed by a
meeting at Badlapur voicing some of the burning
problems of the farmers. Several hundreds of
peasants and sharecroppers gathered demanding
that prices of seeds, manure and insecticide to be
brought down, electricity be provided for 24 hours
and charge has to be reduced by half, steps be
taken to stop stray animals destroying crops, etc.
The rally after reaching the Revenue
Headquarters , Badlapur turned into a meeting
with Comrade Sreepati Singh presiding over .

Among speakers were Comrade Bechan Ali,
AIKKMS UP State President and Comrade
JagannathVerma, State Secretary of the
organisationa gave the call for a united resistance
movement of peasants and sharecroppers. A fivepoint charter of demand addressed to the Chief
Minister was submitted to the Joint Magistrate.

PROVASH GHOSH
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